Background: Predicting whether an obese critically ill patient can be successfully extubated may be specially challenging. Several weaning tests have been described but no physiological study has evaluated the weaning test that would best reflect the post-extubation inspiratory effort. Methods: This was a physiological randomized crossover study in a medical and surgical single-center Intensive Care Unit, in patients with body mass index (BMI) >35 kg/m 2 who were mechanically ventilated for more than 24 h and underwent a weaning test. After randomization, 17 patients were explored using five settings : pressure support ventilation (PSV) 7 and positive end-expiratory pressure (PEEP) 7 cmH2O; PSV 0 and PEEP 7cmH2O; PSV 7 and PEEP 0 cmH2O; PSV 0 and PEEP 0 cmH2O; and a T piece, and after extubation. To further minimize interaction between each setting, a period of baseline ventilation was performed between each step of the study. We hypothesized that the post-extubation work of breathing (WOB) would be similar to the T-tube WOB.
Background
Extubation is a critical decision in the Intensive Care Unit (ICU). Extubation failure may occur in up to 20 % [1] of patients and is associated with morbidity. Excessive and non-sustainable work of breathing (WOB) is likely a major reason for extubation failure [2] [3] [4] [5] . Evaluation of how the critically ill patient is breathing with no assistance or a minimal level of assistance (the period known as the weaning test or the spontaneous breathing trial) [4] is therefore recommended before extubation [3, 4, 6, 7] . Different weaning tests are suggested for non-selected adult patients: a T-piece trial (oxygen supply without positive pressure), continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP) and low pressure support ventilation (PSV), with a low level of PSV, from 5 to 8 cmH 2 O, to compensate for the imposed workload due to the ventilator circuit [3, 4, 6, 7] . Although these weaning tests are not equivalent in term of the WOB [8, 9] and studies are underpowered to assess the risk of extubation failure, they are recommended to assess whether a patient is ready to be extubated [3, 6] .
Predicting whether an obese critically ill patient can be successfully extubated may be specially challenging. Obesity decreases respiratory system compliance, inspiratory and expiratory lung volumes, functional residual capacity, upper airway mechanical function and neuromuscular strength [10] . Moreover, in obese patients, oxygen consumption is increased, with a high proportion of this consumption spent in the WOB [11] [12] [13] . Although the T piece, CPAP and low PSV levels have been used to reproduce postextubation conditions in non-selected critically ill patients, the weaning test modality that would best reproduce post-extubation inspiratory effort (WOB and pressure time product indexes) in obese critically ill patients has never been evaluated and many clinicians are worried about using no support during the test [14, 15] .
The aim of our study was thus to assess which weaning test would best reproduce post-extubation inspiratory effort in obese critically ill patients. We compared a T-piece trial to weaning tests with PSV 7 and positive end-expiratory pressure (PEEP) 7 cmH 2 O; PSV 0 and PEEP 7 cmH 2 O; PSV 7 and PEEP 0 cmH 2 O; PSV 0 and PEEP 0 cmH 2 O, in this particular population. We hypothesized that the T-tube or PSV 0 and PEEP 0 cmH 2 O would best approximate the post-extubation WOB.
Methods

Study
This was a physiological prospective randomized crossover study (Additional file 1: 
Patients
Upon admission, height and weight were measured using the bed scale and a tape measure. All morbidly obese patients, defined by a body mass index (total body weight in kg/height in m 2 ) >35 kg/m 2 [16] , were considered eligible for inclusion in the study if they were mechanically ventilated for at least 24 h and were considered by the physician on duty to be ready for extubation. Patients were not included in the study if there was any contraindication to the insertion of an esophageal catheter.
Experimental procedure and study design
A 15-minute period corresponding to a baseline state was first recorded (using PSV and PEEP set by the clinician in charge of the patient before inclusion). Patients were then randomly assessed using computer-driven software with five settings: PSV 7 and PEEP 7 cmH 2 O; PSV 0 and PEEP 7 cmH 2 O; PSV 7 and PEEP 0 cmH 2 O; PSV 0 and PEEP 0 cmH 2 O or the T piece. Each setting lasted 15 minutes with a 10-minute period of return to baseline steady state between each setting (Fig. 1) . Steady state was defined clinically as a period sufficient to ensure clinical stability in respiratory and hemodynamic variables assessed by a physical exam which took into account heart rate, respiratory rate, paradoxical breathing pattern, accessory muscle use, grunting at end expiration and nasal flaring [17] , and as previously performed by our group [18, 19] .
After being explored with these five settings, and in the case of clinical success in the different weaning trials, patients were ventilated for 10 minutes using baseline state variables and then were extubated if the clinical state was judged adequate by the clinician in charge. A postextubation measurement was performed 20 minutes after extubation using an oro-nasal oxygen mask with a flow of 5 L/minute (equivalent to inspired oxygen fraction (FiO 2 ) of 0.4 [20] ). According to our local protocol described in detail in a previous review [21] , and after having achieved each step of the protocol, non-invasive ventilation was performed as a prophylactic routine measure in the immediate post-extubation period, for between 30 and 45 minutes every 4 to 6 h. Settings were adjusted to target the following: tidal volume (V T ) 6-10 ml/kg of ideal body weight, respiratory rate (RR) 12-20 c/minute and pulse arterial oxygen saturation (SpO2) equal or above 95 %. Non-invasive ventilation was never performed before the end of the protocol.
Measurements
All patients were studied in a semi-recumbent position with the head of the bed elevated to an angle from 30 to 45 degrees, according to patient comfort. [22] Procedures are detailed in the additional material. Briefly, the respiratory mechanics measurements comprised flow, airway pressure, esophageal (Pes) and gastric (Pga) pressure swings. Trans-diaphragmatic swings (Pdi) were calculated by subtracting Pes from Pga. Minute ventilation (VE), tidal volume (V T ), inspiratory (Ti), expiratory time (Te), total cycle duration (Ttot) and RR were calculated from the numerical integration of the flow signal.
The inspiratory WOB per breath performed by the patient was calculated from a Campbell diagram taking into account the presence of intrinsic PEEP. Eesophageal and trans-diaphragmatic pressure-time products (PTPes and PTPdi) were also measured as previously reported [23, 24] . Analyses of arterial blood gases were obtained at the end of each test.
Statistical analysis
All values are presented as mean ± SD. To assess differences between the weaning tests, we used the Friedman test and then pairwise comparisons with the Wilcoxon test if a significant difference appeared. Statistical analysis was performed by an independent statistician (NM) using R software© (R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Auckland, New Zealand).
Based on the literature review, we hypothesized that the post-extubation WOB would be similar to the T-tube WOB [25, 26] and would approximate 1.5 +/-0.9 J/L in obese critically ill patients. We also hypothesized that WOB in PSV 7 cmH 2 O and PEEP 7 cmH 2 O would approximate 0.7 +/-0.5 J/L [27] . Then, with an alpha risk at 0.05 and a power at 0.90, 12 patients would be needed. We decided to include 17 patients in order to make sure that 12 patients would complete the study. Significance was set at p < 0.01 after correction for the number of multiple comparisons, i.e., using the Bonferroni test.
Results
Patients
Between March and December 2012, 40 obese patients with body mass index ≥35 kg/m 2 were admitted in our center. Among them, 17 met the inclusion criteria. Sixteen patients (13 women and 3 men) with mean body mass index of 44 kg/m 2 (±8 kg/m 2 ) were prospectively enrolled in the present study, as shown in Fig. 2 . Characteristics of the subjects are detailed in Table 1 . Mean duration of invasive mechanical ventilation before enrollment in the study was 6 days (±7 days). The five weaning tests were well-tolerated by all patients and all of them but one were successfully extubated.
The first patient was initially unable to complete the five weaning tests. She was re-challenged 72 h later, and succeeded the tests and extubation. Seven days after extubation, she developed cardiorespiratory distress and was re-intubated. Patient number 15 developed hypoxemic acute respiratory failure and was re-intubated 12 h after extubation. One patient had accidental nasogastric catheter removal after extubation, preventing the measurement of respiratory muscle work variables after extubation. This patient was excluded from the final analysis.
Respiratory variables and gas exchange
There was no statistical difference in any of the different respiratory variables (shown in Table 2 ) among the five weaning tests or at 20 minutes after extubation. In particular, differences in the RR/V T ratio were not statistically significant between the five weaning Abbreviations: AF atrial fibrillation, BMI body mass index; CHF chronic heart failure, D deceased; ETT ID endotracheal tube internal diameter; F female; M male; HTN hypertension, mechanical ventilation; NIDDM noninsulin-dependent diabetes mellitus; OSA obstructive sleep apnoea, PEEP positive end-expiratory pressure; PSV pressure support ventilation; SAPS II Simplified Acute Physiology Score II [34] ; S survived tests or at 20 minutes after extubation. There was no statistically significant difference in arterial blood gases or hemodynamic variables among the six steps of the study, as shown in Table 3 . 
Inspiratory effort
Discussion
To our knowledge, this is the first physiological study that specifically investigates the inspiratory effort during weaning of mechanical ventilation in a population of critically ill morbidly obese patients. The main result of this study is that for obese patients, the T piece and PSV 0 + PEEP 0 cmH 2 O weaning tests are the tests that best predict post-extubation inspiratory effort and WOB. Because of a lack of consensus on the best test to use before extubation in this population, we aimed to determine which one reflects the breathing effort after extubation. Some authors described extubation of obese patients after a 30-minute period of CPAP 5 cmH 2 O [14] , others after a trial of FiO 2 100 % There were no statistically significant differences between respiratory variables among the successive tests. Abbreviations: DBP diastolic blood pressure, HR heart rate, ND not done, PEEP positive end-expiratory pressure, PSV pressure support ventilation, SBP systolic blood pressure There were no statistically significant differences between respiratory variables among the successive tests. Abbreviations: PSV pressure support ventilation; PEEP positive end-expiratory pressure; PEEPi intrinsic positive end-expiratory pressure; RR respiratory rate; Ti inspiratory time; Ttot total respiratory time; VE volume per minute; V T tidal volume combined with a CPAP of 10 cmH 2 O.
[15] An ongoing multicenter observational study in France (FREEREA study), will provide some epidemiological data about weaning and extubation in this particular population. The preliminary results (unpublished) show that among 64 critically ill morbidly obese patients extubated, 22 (34 %) were extubated after a T tube, 28 (44 %) after a low PSV trial, 12 (19 %) with no spontaneous breathing trial and 2 (3 %) after a different weaning trial. These data justify our study as there is wide heterogeneity of extubation practice in this population, with a high proportion of patients being extubated from a substantial level of support. Our study presents limitations. First, we investigated the inspiratory effort indexes twenty minutes after extubation and the study was not designed to explore long-term consequences of several weaning tests on oxygenation, endexpiratory lung volume or outcome. Because outcome was not a study endpoint, we cannot make any final recommendation about which weaning test is associated with the highest rate of weaning success. Ideally, a weaning test would perfectly predict the ability of the patient to breathe alone and without being ventilatory assisted by simulating the post-extubation respiratory constraint [26] . Second, post-extubation intermittent non-invasive ventilation is routinely used in our unit for high-risk patients [14, 21] to rest the inspiratory muscles and improve lung aeration. It may have contributed to our low rate of reintubation (6 %).
The present study focused on morbidly obese patients and found results consistent with the studies published by Straus et al. [25] and Cabello et al. [8] , which included non-obese patients. We report that the T piece and PSV 0 + PEEP 0 cmH 2 O weaning tests were the two tests that best approximated the WOB after extubation. We also found that the PSV 7 + PEEP 0 cmH 2 O test leads to a major underestimation of the WOB after extubation in obese patients with significantly less inspiratory effort in comparison with both the T piece test and 20 minutes after extubation. Straus et al demonstrated that post-extubation WOB was well-approximated by the WOB during a T-piece test and that the endotracheal tube was responsible for about 11 % of the total work of breathing. [25] More recently, Cabello et al. compared a spontaneous breathing trial on a T-piece with low PSV (7 cm H 2 O) with or without PEEP in a subpopulation of patients with heart failure who were difficult to wean. [8] The authors concluded that performing the weaning test while maintaining a positive pressure in the circuit underestimates the postextubation WOB and unmasks a possible effect on left ventricular function, and suggested the T piece as the weaning test of choice in these patients.
In a landmark physiological study, Brochard et al. demonstrated that breathing through the T piece overestimates the WOB by 27 ± 18 % compared to the postextubation period [26] . Contrary to the present study, Brochard et al. included a high proportion of patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, and used ventilators with higher ventilatory circuit-resistive load [28] and lower pressurization performance, especially in terms of inspiratory-trigger-imposed WOB [29, 30] .
As compared to the literature on non-obese patients, WOB values evaluated in the present study were higher [26, 31] . In morbidly obese patients, an elevation of pharyngeal collapsibility and upper airway resistance related to fatty deposits on pharynx and oral soft tissue and associated with local inflammation can increase the WOB [32] . Weaning trials performed with positive pressure underestimated post-extubation WOB by 33 % (0.5 J/L) up to 50 % (0.8 J/L) according to the ventilator setting. An increase of 0.5-0.8 J/ L represents a significant additional workload, as WOB in healthy subjects during quiet breathing is about 0.35-0.5 J/L [33, 34] . Furthermore, WOB ≥0.8 J/L has been reported as being associated with weaning failure [35] . Extubating an obese patient after having performed a weaning test without positive pressure could lead to early onset atelectasis if the patient was unable to control for end-expiratory lung volume without PEEP.
Conclusions
For the first time the present study reports new insights into respiratory physiology in morbidly obese critically ill candidates to be weaned from the ventilator. These data may be useful for clinicians managing these challenging patients and help make difficult decisions about extubation. We report that either a T piece or a PSV 0 and PEEP 0 cmH 2 O test are the trials that predict post-extubation work of breathing in morbidly obese patients. The consequences on midterm oxygenation and lung aeration, and on the weaning success rate of such weaning tests were, however, not studied. 
